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accompanies the eligible product. Packaging for the
eligible products and their respective tax receipts

must be purchased and shipped to the OCEDC
within 2 business days of the date the eligible
product was shipped from the distributor or

wholesaler. Products must be present at the time of
collection of the tax receipt by the taxpayer to

qualify for eligibility. Tax collection is restricted to
particular payment methods as identified in the tax
receipt. Each eligible product must have a value of

at least $1 to qualify for the tax exemption. The
eligibility of products will be verified based on their

actual retail prices. All eligible products must be
held and used by the taxpayer in Eligible sales (as

defined below) and must be: 1. Not ordered as a set
of identical products that are to be shipped at the
same time for the same recipient. 2. Not included
with other items purchased or to be purchased at
the same time that also are not eligible for the tax

exemption. 3. Not purchased as part of a promotion
or deal. 4. Not purchased or held as an inventory

item (as defined below) or to be held as an
inventory item for future distribution. 5. Not

purchased or held for delivery to other retailers. 6.
Not purchased or held as an inventory item to be

held or used for promotional purposes or to be
traded, and not purchased or held as inventory

items to be sold or resold. 7. Not purchased or held
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for resale purposes in combination with other
products that are eligible for the tax exemption. The
tax-exempt price is identified in the tax receipt and
must not be subject to discounts or other forms of

price adjustment. The eligible sale price must not be
discounted at the time of sale of the eligible

product. 6d1f23a050
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